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ABSTRACT 
For an irreducible character xh of the symmetric group S,#, indexed by the 
partition A, the immanant function d,, acting on an n X n matrix A = (u,~), is 
defined as d,(A) = Z:, t s, ,y*(c~)rI:= la,CCij. Th e associated normalized immanant - 
d, is defined as z* = d,/x*(identity) where identity is the identity permutation. P. 
Heyfron has shown that for the partitions (k, lnek), the normalized immanant ;ik 
satisfies 
det A = d;(A) $ a,( A) < ... < &(A) = per A (1) 
for all positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices A. When A is restricted to the 
Laplacian matrices of graphs, improvements on the inequalities above may be 
expected. Indeed, in a recent survey paper, R. Merris conjectured that 
whenever A is the Laplacian matrix of a tree. In this note, we establish a refinement 
for the family of inequalities in (1) when A is the Laplacian matrix of a tree, that 
includes (2) as a special case. These inequalities are sharp and equality holds if and 
only if A is the Lagacian matrix of the star. This is proved via the inequalities 
~~(A)-d-,_,(A)~d,+,(A)-~~(A) for k=2,3,...,n- 1, where A is the 
Laplacian matrix of a tree. 0 ElseLier Science Inc., 1997 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let xA be an irreducible character of S,, indexed by a partition A. The 
immanant function d, associated with a character X~ acting on an n X n 
matrix A is defined as 
If A = (n), then xc”) is the trivial character and d,,, is just the permanent 
function. For A = cl”), xci”, is the alternating character and dclzl,_is the 
determinant function. We define the normalized immanant function d, by 
dd A) 
&(A) = ~ 
d*(Zrl) ’ 
where I,, is the n X n identity matrix. Observe that d,(Z,) = x,(identity) is 
the degree of the irreducible representation whose character is xh. 
In 1918, I. Schur proved that 
det A < z*( A) 
for all irreducible characters X~ of S, and all positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrices A. There has been much work (see [6-9, 13-161) on the establish- 
ment of the permanental analogue of Schur’s inequality. This is the so-called 
“permanent-on-top” conjecture that asserts the inequality 
zA( A) < per A 
for all irreducible characters X~ of S, and all positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrices A. In this connection, P. Heyfron proved that: 
THEOREM 1.1 17, Theorem 11. The single-hook immanants d, = do, I”-kj 
are ordered as 
det A = d,(A) < &(A) < *** G &,(A) < &(A) = per A (3) 
for all positive semi&finite Hermitian matrices A. 
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The restriction of immanants to the Laplacian matrices of graphs is 
interesting, as it involves the symbiotic interplay of algebra and graph theory 
(see for instance [4, 5, 121). For example, one may expect refinements to 
some of the inequalities in (3) when A is restricted to the Laplacian matrices 
of graphs or trees. Indeed, in his survey paper [lo, Conjecture 6.51, R. Merris 
conjectured that if A = L(T) is the Laplacian matrix of a tree T then the 
inequality 
&- 1( A) < per A 
in (3) may be improved to 
n-2 
&AL(T)) G n_l Per-W). (4) 
In this work, we establish a refinement of the entire family of inequalities in 
(3) that includes (4) as a special case when A is the Laplacian matrix of a 
tree. Specifically, we claim 
THEOREM 1.2. For k = 2,3, . . . , n, 
k-2_ 
&I( L(T)) d - k _ 1 dk( L(T)) 
for all Laplacian matrices L(T), where T is a tree with n vertices. Moreover, 
for k > 2, equality holds if and only if T is a star. 
We introduce the definitions and notation in Section 2. Using elementary 
methods, we prove (5) for k = 2,3, n - 1 and n in Section 3 and Section 4. 
A unified approach for all values of k comes from the following: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let T be a tree with n vertices. For k = 2,3, . . . , n - 1, 
z/J L(T)) - %@IT)) G &+dL(T)) - Z&J(T)). (6) 
This is proved in Section 6 using ideas from 14, 181. These ideas are 
developed in Section 5. 
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2. IMMANANTS OF TREES 
Let T be a tree on n vertices with vertex set V(T) = {vi, u2,. . . , z),J and 
edge set E(T). The Laplacian matrix, L(T) = (Zij) is defined by 
if i =j, 
if {ui,oj} E E(T), 
otherwise, 
where deg,(u) denotes the degree of the vertex v in T. We may drop the 
subscript T if it is clear from the context which tree we are referring to. Since 
T has no cycles, lly= i Ziocij = 0, if, in cycle notation, u has a cycle of length 
3 or more. For permutations (T containing cycles of length at most 2, 
lly= i Zigcij = 0 if, for some i f a(i), (vi, ogci,} E E(T). This shows that in 
the calculation of d,(L(T)), many of the terms are zero. 
A j-matching M c E(T) is a subset of j independent edges in T. We use 
the notation 21 E M to mean that the vertex z, is incident with some edge in 
M, and v P M will mean that the vertex u is not incident to any edge in M. 
For j = 0, 1,. . . , [n/2], the weighted j-matching number of T is defined to 
be 
where the sum is taken over all possible j-matchings M of the tree T. If all 
vertices are incident to edges in M, we consider the empty product to be 1 
and thus q-(j) = 1. Note that m,(j) > 0 and m,(O) = lJdeg,(v). Denote 
x*(j) = ,Q( > h u w ere u has cycle type (Zj, ln-‘j). It is straightforward to 
check that 
LnPl 
4(WY) = c x~(~h(d- 
j=o 
(7) 
Using this interpretation, it was shown in [4] that the path and the star yield 
the largest and smallest immanant values respectively for all irreducible 
characters of S,. That is, 
d,( L(star)) Q dA( L(tree)) =G dA( L(path)), (8) 
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where the inequalities are strict whenever A z cl”), (2, l”-‘) and the tree is 
neither the star nor the path. 
The expression in (7) provides an easy proof that the permanent-on-top 
conjecture holds for Laplacians of trees. 
THEOHEM 2.1. Let T be a tree. Then 
Proof Recall that 1 x,< (T >I < ~~(0) for any permutation w . Then 
&um) = c xA(d -4j> 
j>O x*(O) 
-mr(j) =Z cm,(j) = per-L(T). ??
.j 2 0 
In the same manner, the permanent-on-top conjecture for Laplacian 
matrices L(G) of bipartite graphs G can be proved, since bipartite graphs 
have no odd cycles and so all the terms II:= IL(G)i,c,, are nonnegative. 
Denote the star with 1~ vertices by s,. The matching numbers of s,, 
where n > 2 are 
rn,,{O) = myq(l) = n - 1 and vii,(j) = 0 for j > 1. 
Using these and 
it is not difficult to obtain 
&(LW) = 2(k - 1) (9) 
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for k = 1,2,. . . , n. With this formula, we see that 
k-2_ 
Z&&J = - k _ ,dk(Sd* 
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(10) 
This shows that Theorem 1.2 holds for stars. 
Though Theorem 1.2 may be resolved in the affirmative using the 
inequality in Theorem 1.3, we shall single out the cases k = 2,3, n - 1 and 
n. The chief reason is that many interesting properties of the matching 
numbers and topological features of trees are uncovered in the process. 
3. MERRIS’S CONJECTURE AND THE CASE k = n - 1 
Consider the fraction mr(l>/m,(O>. Th’ f t’ is rat ion was first used in [2] in 
the computation of lower bounds for per L(G) where G is a bipartite graph. 
We state the result but restrict ourselves to trees. This admits a simple proof 
which we present here. 
LEMMA 3.1 [2, Theorem 3.21. Let T be a tree of order n. Then 
41) ___ 2 1. 
m,(O) 
(11) 
Proof. Let A be the maximum degree of vertices in T. Denote the set of 
edges incident to a leaf of T by EL(T). Th e size of this set must be at least 
A. Hence 
c 1 -= 
40) {u,D)~E(T) dedu)dedu) 
c 
1 
2 
(U,D)~EL(T)deg(u)deg(zj) 
We can now prove Merris’s conjecture. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let T be a tree with n vertices and 
n-2 
&- 1( L(T)) G n_l per L(T) 
29 
n > 3. Then 
with equality when and only when T is a star. 
proof. It is well known that ,y,,_ ,(j> = xc,,_, ,,(j) = n - 2j - 1 (see 
[17, Example 2.3.81). Thus 
4- lbV”)) = ~xn-d_+T(j> 
j 
= C(n - 2j - l)m,(j) 
.i 
= C(n - 2>mT(j> + CC1 - 2jhW 
j _i 
= (n - 2) per L(T) + m,(O) - m,(l) - 3m,(2) - .*. 
< (n - 2)perL(T), 
since m,(j) > 0 for all j > 0 and m,(O) < m,(l) by (11). Thus 
r1 - 2 
d-,- 1( L(T)) G x per L(T). 
If equality holds, we must have m,.(j) = 0 for j > 1. This means that the 
tree T has diameter at most 2, which forces T to be a star. Hence, with (lo), 
we see that equality holds if and only if T is the star. ??
We can also use (11) to prove (5) for k = n - 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T be a tree on n vertices, n >, 3. Then 
6-,(W)) 
n-3_ 
=G n-_?L( W)) 
with equality if and only if T is a star. 
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Proof. By using ~~(0) = , the inequality becomes 
24-d W)) Q (n - W-d W)). 
We observe that 
X”_,(j) = n - 2j - 1, 
X”_,(j) = $I - 2j - l)(n - 2j - 2) -j 
for j = 0, 1, . . . , [n/2]. So 
(n - 3)4-,(W)) - 24-2(W)) 
ln/21 lnP1 
= (n - 3) c Xn-l(84j) - 2 c x”-d.ea) 
j=o j=O 
= c Kn - 2.wj - 1) + 114a 
.j=O 
= -(n - l)m,(O) + (73 - l)+-(l) 
by (11). As before, equality implies w+(j) = 0 for all j > 2. Therefore, T has 
to be a star, and by (lo), 
Z”_,(L(S”)) = ;IT,&(s,)). ??
The lack of a simple formula for xk(j) in general prevents one from 
extending this method to prove (5) for other cases. 
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4. THE CASE k = 2.3 
It is well known that for any graph G, 
d,( L(G)) = det L(G) = 0. 
This shows immediately that (5) holds for k = 2, since both sides are zero. 
For A = (2,1”- a>, it can be shown that 
THEOREM 4.1 [ll, Theorem 21. Let G be a graph with three or mm-e 
vertices. Then 
d,(L(G)) = WG)l E(G) 0 
where r(G) is the number of spanning trees in G. 
Proof. From [13, Equation (29)], 
d2( A) = En,, det A(i) - clet A, 
where A(i) is the principal submatrix of A obtained by deleting the ith row 
and ith column. When A = L(G), det A(i) = T(G) by the matrix tree 
theorem [l, Theorem 12.41. Hence 
If G is a tree with n vertices, the formula becomes d,( L(G)) = 2( n - 1). 
It is difficult to find similar formulas for other immanants. However, when we 
restrict ourselves to trees, we can still get a graph-theoretic interpretation for 
ct,( L(T)). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let T be a tree with vertex set V(T) = {vl, v2,. . . , v,,). Fix 
a vertex vi of T. Then 
xdeg(vj) n(vj,vj) = 2xd(vi,vj) - (n - l), 
.i .i 
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where d(q, vj) is the distance between vi and vi in the tree. Here d(vi, vj’j> is 
the number of edges along the unique path joining the vertices vi and vj. 
Proof. Using a combinatorial argument, we prove the equivalent state- 
ment 
Cd(vi,vj) = c[deg(uj) - l]d(ui,vj) + n - 1. 
j .i 
We root T at vi. Any vertex vj is connected to vi by a unique path. Let ok be 
the vertex in the path closest to uj. Then 
d(vi,vj) = d(I+,Vk) + 1. 
Call uj a child of t$. Denote the set of children of ok by C(t$>. Then 
Now, when we sum over all zik, we get 
Cd(ui,vj) = C C d(oi,vj) 
i k V~GC(O,) 
= C [deg(vk) - l]d(uip ok) + C [d%(uk) 
kzi kCi 
= z[deg(vk) - l]d(ui,uk) + n - 1. 
k 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T be a tree on n vertices. Then 
ds(L(T)) =4f C[d(ui,vj) -11. 
i=l j>i 
- - 11 + deg( ui) 
1 if k#i, 
if k=i. 
(12) 
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PKK$. From [13, Equation 291, 
ds( A) = 5 C (~ii~jj + ai,jUji) det A( i,j) - d,( A) 1 
i=l j>i 
where A(i, j) is the principal submatrix of A obtained by deleting the i th 
andjth rows and columns. When A = L(T), from Theorem 4.1, d,(L(T)) = 
2(n - 1). By th e a ll- minors matrix-tree theorem in [3], det L(~xi,j) is the 
number of spanning forests rooted at ui and vj. In this case, it is equal to 
&vi, I+). Also 
UijUjj = 
1 if {vj,v,) EE(T), 
0 otherwise. 
Therefore, applying Lemma 4.2 to the expression for d,(e) above, we have 
dz(L(T)) = i ,$I deg(ui) k deg(y) d(vi,uj) 
Z-l j=l 
+ c d(l&u,) - 2(n - 1) 
(c,,u,&E(T) 
=~~deg(v,)/2~d(vj,u,)-(n-1) -(n-l) 
i L i=l \ j=l 
= 2 2 deg(v,) d(u,,u,) - 
j=l i=l 
n(n - 1) (13) 
1) -n(n-1) 
i 
1) 
= t (2i~ldCui~‘j) - tn - 
j=l 
= 4 5 pi(Ui,Vj) - 2n(n 
i=lj>i 
= 4 2 c [d(Ui,Uj) - 11. 
i=l j>i 
- 
??
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With these formulas for d,(L(T)) and d,(L(T)), we can prove (5). Using 
n-l 
4(L) = k _ 1 ) ( 1 
(5) is equivalent to 
when k = 3. From Theorem 4.3, 
d3(L(T)) = 4 2 C [d(vi,vj) - l] 
i=l j>i 
a#(;) -(n-1)] 
= 2(n - l)(n - 2) 
= (72 - B)C&(L(T)). 
The inequality in the second line is obtained by observing that n - 1 of the 
terms in the sum are 0 and all the other terms are at least 1. Note that 
equality holds when 
2 Cd(vi,vj) = 2(i) - (n - I), 
i=l j>i 
and this occurs only when T is the star s,. Thus we have proved: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let T be a tree with n > 3 vertices. Then 
&( L(T)) G +&( L(T)), 
and equality holds if and only if T is a star. 
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5. RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
We begin this section by showing how Theorem 1.3 implies (5). Suppose 
the inequality (6) in Theorem I.3 is true. In particular, we would have 
since &(L(T)) = det L(T) = 0. Th’ . 1s IS a special case of (5). Now, assume 
that 
k-2_ 
&l(L(T)) < - k _ f&?))’ 
We show that 
k-l_ 
&(L(T)) =s __ k &+ d L(T))’ 
From Theorem 1.3, 
c&@(T)) -ii_@(T)) =G &+1(W)) - &(L(T)) 
=+ 4(V)) - 
k-2_ 
=d,( W-‘)) G &+1(W)) - &( L(T)) 
k-l- 
=+ z&L(T)) G -+k+@(T)). 
This shows that (5) follows from Theorem 1.3 by induction. For the rest of 
this paper, we work towards a proof of Theorem 1.3. We make use of 
recurrence relations between normalized hook characters and matching num- 
bers. 
Let x;(j) = xck,i”-$jI and XF(.j) = xJ’(j>/x/(O>, where xA(j) is the 
value of xh on permutations of cycle type (2j, l”-‘j). We first state a special 
case of the relation. 
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LEMMA 5.1. When n is even, 
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%;+,(E) _ F;(i) = -z-xp-‘(; - 1). 
We give an outline of the proof. By the Mumaghan-Nakayama rule, it can 
be shown that 
n 
-- 1’ 
xk” 5 
( 1 
= (-1) L(n-k+l)/zl 2 n-k . 
,I I, 2 
By splitting into two cases according to the parity of k, the formula follows 
easily, Note that when k is even, both sides are equal to zero. 
Now, define xYr( - 1) = 0. The general form of the relation is: 
LEMMA 5.2. For 0 < k < n and 0 <j < [n/2], 
2.i --n-l 
x:+1(j) - X/J(j) = n_1Xk (j - 1). 
Proof. We induce on n. Note that when j = 0, both sides are zero, 
since xk”, r(O) = z:(O) = 1. S o we can assume that j > 0 and j # n/2 if n is 
even in view of Lemma 5.1. When n = 3, 
Xi(l) - J&?(l) = 1 = Xl(O) and Xl(l) - x,“(l) = 1 = X:(O), 
agreeing with the formula. 
For tz > 4, since 2j < n, we use the Mumaghan-Nakayama rule to get 
xk”tdj) = x&Y73 + xkn-l(j)- (14) 
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Then 
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X,“,,(j) - x;(j) = 
XLW + XJTW) xkn-l(j) + x,LYj) 
n-k-l n-k = 12 _ 1 XC(j) - -pj-XT’(j) 
k 
+- n _ 1 Xknmml(j) - 
n-k-l 
- 72 _ ] K-ITA 
k-1 
+---- 72 _ 1 XPW - 
n-k-l 
n _ 1 &-‘(A 
= 
n-k-1 2j _-n_2 
n-l n-2Xk (j - 1) 
k-l 2j 
+-- 12 _ 1 n _ 2 ZXi - 1) 
2_i =- 
n-l 
Note that Lemma 5.1 requires a separate proof because Equation (14) is 
not valid when n is even and j = n/2. The relation in Lemma 5.2 arose from 
a careful study of $-functions in [7]. 
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Next, we derive some recurrence relations for the matching numbers that 
are useful in the sequel. They may be found in [4, 181. Let 
01,02 ,..., u,,o,+~ ,..., u,~V(T).Wedefine 
~-(j;~~,...,0~,E,.+~ ,..., Cs) = c n deg,(v), 
VEM 
where the sum is taken over all j-matchings M such that ol, 02, . . . , o, E M 
and v ,.+l>...,v, @M. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let T be a tree with n - p vertices where 1 < p < n. Let 
U be a tree on n vertices that contains T as a subtree as shown in Figure 1. 
Let d = deg,(v,_p). Forj = O,l, . . . ,/n/2], we have 
Proof. 
= f $m,(j - IS_,) + m,(j;v,_,) + qJ&j,a,,) 
i=l 
1 h-p+1 
\ 
\ vn-p+2 
% -p+3 
T 
* 
V I . +t- 
/ 
GJ vn 
FIG. 1. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let T be a tree with n - p vertices where 1 < p < n, and 
T,, T, be trees on n vertices containing T as a subtree as shown in Figure 2. 
Then, forj = 0, 1, . . . , [n/2], 
+l(j) - 9,(j) = (P - N+(j) + nT(j - 1)1. 
Proof Let d = deg,(v,_,,). By the previous lemma, for .i = 
RI,. . . , ln/21, 
m7Ld = 9(j) + $ [ q(j; &,) + p(j - 1; q_,)] 
Let T’ be the tree obtained by attaching a vertex G,, _,, + , to u,, ,, of T. 
Again, by the previous lemma, 
m,l(j) = m,.(j) + (p - l)[mTt(j;~,m,,, J + +(j - ~;L,+I>] 
= m,.(j) + &(j; “,J + n,(j - 1; Q] + ( p - 1) 
%(j) + mT(j - ‘) + 
+(j: cp) + qj - kc,.,,) 
d d 
= Pd.0 + (P - Wdj - 1) 
+ $[q.i;&J + m,(j - 1; Q]. 
Taking the difference of the two expressions gives the desired result. ??
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The next lemma is analogous to [4, Lemma 2; 18, Lemmas 17, 191. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let n > 1 be a positive integer, and let {aJi. 0 be a 
sequence of real numbers for which ai = 0 for all i > 1 n/2]. We set a _ 1 := 0. 
If 
C Xk”(j>aj a 0 
j>O 
for all hook characters x$, k = 1,2, . . . , n, of S,, then 
1. Cja o xT(j>a, > 0 for all hook characters XT, k = 1,2,. . . , m, of S, 
with m > ‘n; 
2. Cj20xr(jX j a + aj_ 1> > 0 for all hook characters $, k = 
1,2, . . . , m, of S, with m > n + 2. 
Proof. 1: Let u E S,. Since S, is a subgroup of S,, using the branching 
rule [17, Theorem 2.8.31, when we restrict the character xk” to S,, we get 
X?Ca) = kciX,“(g) 
i=l 
where ci are nonnegative integers independent of u. Therefore, 
C xT(j)aj = 2 ci C x,“(j)a, > 0. 
j>O i=l j > 0 
2: Using part 1, is suffices to prove the inequality when m = n + 2: 
C Xk"+"(j)(aj + 'j-1) 
j>O 
= C x[+2(j)aj + C x[+'(j + l)aj 
j>O j>O 
= C [ X;(j) + 2Xkn-ltj) + Xkn_2(j)laj + jFo [ Xkn_20) - Xk”(j)laj 
j>O 
= C L2XL- l(j) + 2Xkn_2(j)laj j 2 0 
> 0. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
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Denote the difference zkk+ ,(A) - zk(A> by D,(A). Then the inequality 
(6) in Theorem 1.3 becomes 
For trees with a small number of vertices, it can be verified that Theorem 1.3 
holds. For example, when n = 3, there is onlv one tree, and it can be 
considered as the star ss. Using (9), 
D,(S,) = &(SJ - Z&s,) = 4 - 2 = 2, 
D,(s,) = &(ss) - d,(s,) = 2 - 0 = 2. 
For n = 4, there are two trees, namely, the star sq and the path pd. Then 
D3( sq) = &( sq) - &( sq) = 6 - 4 = 2, 
D,( se) = Zs( s‘$) - &( a‘$) = 4 - 2 = 2, 
Di(S,) = ;t,(S,) - a,(,,) = 2 - 0 = 2; 
D3( p4) = Z4( p4) - &( p4) = 10 - T = T> 
D,( p4) = d,( p4) - &( p4) = F - 2 = y> 
Di( p4) = &( p4) - Ji( p4) = 2 - 0 = 2. 
We induce on the number of vertices to prove the result. Let T be a tree 
with more than four vertices. Applying the relation in Lemma 5.2, we obtain 
the formulas 
‘n’z’ 2(j + 1) 
m W)) = c _ n _ 1 x;’ ‘(.+Aj + 1) (15) 
j=o 
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for k = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, and 
ww)) - %1(W)) = 
‘n’2’-2 w + w + 2) __;Iyj) c (j + 2) 
j=O (n - l)Cn - 2, mT 
(16) 
for k = 2,3, . . . , n - 1. Recall from Theorem 1.1 that &+,(A) > &(A) if 
A is a positive semidefinite matrix. This implies that the sum in (15) is 
nonnegative. 
Next, we make use of the idea behind the proof of [4, Theorem 1; 18, 
Theorem 251. Given a tree T, we construct a sequence of trees T = 
T,, T,, . . . > Tl = s, such that 
D,(L(T,)) - D,_,(L(T,)) a D,(K(T,+,)) - Dk-@(Ti+d) 
for i = 1,2,. . . , I - 1. This will show that the difference D,(L(T)) - 
D,_ ,(L(T)) is smallest for the star. The trees are constructed in the following 
manner. 
Suppose we have obtained Ti and Ti # s,. Let vr, v,, . . . , v, be the 
vertices of a longest path in T,. Let N = {v E V(T,) : iv, v,_ 1) E E(T,), v + 
v,_ 2}. Note that N is not empty, since it contains v,. Form Tj+ 1 by 
connecting all the vertices in N to v,_ 2 instead of v,,_ r. Clearly, after 
repeating the construction enough times, we get a sequence of trees begin- 
ning with T and ending with s,. 
Now, the trees Ti and Ti+, differ in the manner described in Lemma 5.4, 
with a common subtree which we denote by Rj. In other words, R, is the 
subtree of Tj formed by all vertices except v,_r and those in N. By Lemma 
5.4, 
mT,(j) - mTi+,<j> = (P - ‘)[%i(.d + m& - ‘)I> 
where p = (N 1 + 1. Using this and (161, 
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4( P - 1) ln/‘2- 2 
zzz 
(n _ l)(n _ 2) jx.o (j + w + m?L%) 
4( P - 1) Ln/21-3 = c 
cn -l)tn -2) j=O 
XLYj,[(j + w + 2h,G + 2) 
+j(j + lb& + 111 
4( P 2 - 1) ln/21- 
+ (n - l)(n - 2) C 2( j + l>Xkn_-F(j)~,(j + 1) ,=o 
4( P - 1) C XFIP(j>(‘,j + aj- 1) Cn - l)Cn - 2)XL112(o) jr0 
4( P - 1) 
where aj = (j + 1Xj + 2) m,$j + 2) and !I, = 2(j + l)m,(j + 1). Note 
that 
- 2 and bj = 0 for j > 
n--p 
- 
2 
Now by induction, for k = 1,2, . . . , n - p - 1, 
- 1. 
,) 2 0 
Kn-p)/ZJ 
==a c 40 + W + 2) j=. (n _ p _ l)(n _ p _ 2) Xk”--P-2(_d~R,(j + 2) a 0 
* C xkn_p-2(j)aj 2 0, 
.j > 0 
44 
and from Theorem 1.1. 
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Kn-p)/Zl-1 qj + 1) 
Dk(Wi)) = c xk -n-p-l(j)m,~j + 1) > 0 
j=o n-p-l 
* c x;-p-l(j)bj > 0. 
j>O 
It follows from Lemma 5.5 that each of the sums in the calculation is 
nonnegative. Hence 
D$,(T,)) - Dk&(Tj)) a Dk(L(Ti+l)) - Dk-l(L(T,+l))' 
For the star s,, using (91, 
D,(L(s,)) = zk+l(L(sn)) - 'k(-%)) = 2 
for all k = 1,2, . . . , n - 1, and therefore, for any tree T, 
Dk(L(T)) -D&L(T)) > D,(L(s,)) - Dk-l(L(Sn)) = ‘, 
and so 
&-l@(T)) = dk(L(T)) - zk-l(L(T)) 
Q &+1@(T)) - z@(T)) = Dk(L(T)). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
7. EQUALITY AND THE REST 
From the discussion in Section 5, we see that Theorem 1.2 is now proved 
except for the case of equality. Suppose for a given tree T, 
k-l_ 
;Zk(L(T)) = - k dk+l(L(T)) 
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for some k, 2 < k < n. Now, as we have proved in Theorem 1.3, 
But by (5), 
k-2_ 
&l(L(T)) f - k _ @L(T))’ 
Hence, 
k-2_ 
C?- I( L(T)) = - k _ ,&(L(T))* 
By repeating the process, we eventually get 
Z&(T)) = &&(L(T)). 
From Theorem 4.5, this occurs only when T = s,. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1.2. 
The conjugate of the hook partition (k, l”- ‘) is the hook partition 
(n - k + 1, Ike’). An immediate consequence of the decreasing gaps be- 
tween consecutive hook immanants in Theorem 1.3 is a relation involving the 
sum of the normalized immanant Zk and its conjugate d, _ k + 1. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let T be a tree with n vertices. Then for j, 
ln/21 <j < k < n, 
k such that 
lj(L(T)) + ‘n-j+l(L(T)) G ‘k(L(T)) + ‘n-k+l(‘(T)). 
In particular, 
Zj(L(T)) + Ja_j+,(L(T)) G perL(T), 
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where j = 1,2, . . . , n. 
Proof. For [n/2] <j -C k < n, 
L+,(W)) - L+2(W)) G wm) - Ld WY) 
* L(W)) + L+2(W)) G W(W + d,-~+o4v 
=+. qw)) + ~“pj+l(w)) G dkGo)) + 4-,_,.dw7)~ 
Note that zn(,QT)) = per L(T) and d, = det L(T) = 0. So when k = n, 
the inequality becomes 
d;( L(T)) + Za-j+l( L(T)) < perL(T). ??
Though it is tempting to extend the results to graphs in general, Theorem 
1.2 and Theorem 1.3 do not hold for graphs. For example, consider the 
complete gaph, K, on three vertices. We have Zr(L(K,)) = 0, &(L(Q) 
= 9, and d,(L(K,)) = 12. SO 
&( L( %I) > %3@4 K3)) 
and 
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